The fastest software company is Borland. When I called them to buy JBuilder 5, I was told the current version was 6. But what I got from mail is 7. A month later, I learned 9 was scheduled to release. 2 Dominant Authors
In the example shown here, we are clustering email threads from the newsgroup comp.graphics.app.photoshop, using K -Means. The example shows three clusters and their most characteristic words.
The words that are most characteristic of cluster 2 appear in the signatures of two dominant contributors. That is, the clustering algorithm has created this cluster based on the authors, rather than the topics of discussion. The characteristic words are irrelevant to the topic of discussion. 3 Filtering Mechanism * words with a significantly high proportion are filtered
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We have built a filtering mechanism that removes undesirable inf luences of dominant authors in a newsgroup. The mechanism works as follow s:
1. Build a "profile" for each person posting to the newsgroup. This profile is a distribution of word posting frequencies --the number of postings where a word is used.
Consider each word in each posting:
* words with a significantly high proportion are filtered Overall word -usage by "edjhann@hotmail.com" in 85 postings:
Issues:
4 Evaluation P = ij Precision:
Recall: 
Results:
• Performance is much poorer without filtering, suggesting that author-specific words create undesirable overlaps between the newsgroups.
• These overlaps are resolved as the value of k increases, because more clusters enable the detection of finer differences between the threads.
5 Conclusion
• The results show that our filtering mechanism generally improvesclustering performance, where the magnitude of its effect depends on the topical similarity between the newsgroups, and the number of clusters.
• We have experimented with newsgroups of varying degrees of topic al similarity. The least related newsgroups provide a benchmark for clustering perf ormance, while the more related ones exemplify our target help-desk application.
• Author-specific words used by dominant authors can have a detrimental discriminative influence on the clustering of newsgroup threads, and they can a lso lead to the extraction of uninformative and confusing topic descriptions. Thus, a filtering mechanism such as ours has both quantitative and qualitative benefits.
Dataset 2

Newsgroups:
talk.politics.mideast talk.politics.guns talk.religion.misc
Results:
• These newsgroups discuss fairly similar topics, so there is a large topical overlap between the threads. Therefore, separating these newsgroups is difficult, yielding a poorer performance.
• However, filtering consistently improves performance, which means that there are also undesirable overlaps created by authorspecific words.
Dataset 3
Newsgroups:
talk.politics.mideast rec.sport.hockey sci.space
Results:
• These newsgroups discuss very different topics, so the threads are different enough for the clustering to perform similarly well with and without filtering.
• Nonetheless, filtering has an effect for lower values of k, suggesting that some overlap is created by author -specific words.
• the topical similarity between the newsgroups, and • the number of clusters.
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